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Diagnosis of Faults in Linear Tree Networks
SHARAD C. SETH, MEMBER, IEEE, AND K. L. KODANDAPANI
Abstract-The problem of fault detection and location in tree discussed by Breuer [2] but his fault model permits only
networks of two input EXCLUSIVE-OR (EOR) gates is considered. stuck type faults on the input and output lines of EOR
The fault model assumes that an EOR gate can change to any other
function of its two inputs except the equivalence function. An ef- gates.
ficient procedure for single fault location is presented. In the worst II. DIAGNOSIS OF SINGLE FAULTS
case the number of tests necessary to locate single faults is bounded
by a linear function of the number of input variables. Constructive
upper bounds are obtained for the number of tests to detect multiple A. Fault Detection
faults. Optimality of these bounds is argued and extension of results
to other types of networks is considered. It is well known that to detect single faults in linear tree
networks four tests are both necessary and sufficient [3].
Index Terms-Fault detection and location, linear tree networks, A procedure for deriving these tests for an arbitrary linear
multiple faults, optimum test sets. tree network will be presented here. The basic idea is to
label each line in the network uniquely with one of three
I. INTRODUCTION binary vectors: 0011, 0110, or 0101. The labels on the input
lines correspond to the required test inputs, while the otherINEAR logic networks have been found useful labels indicate the fault free response of the network toin the encoding and decoding of digital information. these test inputs.
As subnetworks they also appear in functional imple-
menttionbasdonReedMullr caonicl (RC) frms Algorithm D: (To label a linear tree for single fault de-mentations based ed- le no al MC) orms teio.[1]. From a fault detection viewpoint two-level realizations tetion.)linear logic functions are the hardest to test since they Step D1: Label the output line arbitrarily with one ofof
* * the three binary vectors: 0011, 0110, or 0101.require exhaustive testing. In this paper we show that both Step D2: For each EOR gate whose output line is labeledthe problems of fault detection and fault location are but whose input lines are not, repeat Step D3 until all lines
greatly simplified for multilevel realizations of linear in the network are labeled.
functions.
It is assumed that a linear network is built in the form Step D3 Choosing from the same three vectors label the
a binary tree the two inpUt EXCLUSIVEOR (EOR) two input lines of the EOR gate differently from the outputof using
~~~line and from each other. Ugate as the basic node element. A single fault in the tree The correct othe a
corresponds toafiueo n O aet n te The correctness of the algorithm follows from the fol-correspond o a a l re of a y E R g t to a y o her lwn w bevtos
function of its two inputs except the Equivalence func-
tion.1 A multiple fault corresponds to the simultaneous 1) Any one of the three binary vectors can be expressed
.1 1 ~as the component-wise EOR sum of the other two vec-presence of one or more single faults. We will be concerneda tors
with the detection and location of single faults (Section II) 2orsl
and~~~~~~~~~,thdeetofmlil alt Scin11.Etn 2) Any pair of the three vectors applied as inputs to anand the detection o mu t ple faults ( ection III). x e - EO.aetssi ehutvl.
sion of results to other types of networks is considered in
Section IV.
Problems similar to the ones considered here have been B Fault Location
We would like to pinpoint the site of a single fault in a
Manuscript received July 3, 1975; revised November 13, 1975. An ab- linear tree as accurately as possible; but in as much as a
breviated version of this paper was presented at the 13th Allerton Con- fault on a line connecting two EOR gates in a tree may be
ference, October 1975. *
cS. C. Seth is with the Department of Computer Science, University of considered indistinguishable from certain faults in either
Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68588. This work was done while he was visiting of the two gates, it follows that the resolution of faults by
I.IT. Kanpur, Kanpur, India, during 1974 and 1975.*
K. L. Kodandapani was with the Department of Electrical Engineering external testing can at best be up to two adjacent gates.
and the Computer Science Program, I.IT. Kanpur, Kanpur, India. He Lemma 1: Let C be the correct response of an EOR tree
is now with the Department of Computer Science, University of Regina, network to a single fault detection test set obtained from
'The assumption that no fault can change an EOR gate function to Algorithm D. Then no single fault can change the tree re-
the E<quivalence function is valid for all commonly known implementa s netC
tions of the EXCLUtSIVE-OR function if only stuck type faults are con- sPostoC
sidered. A generalization of this result is believed to be true though not Proof: If a single fault results in the response C, it is
yet proved. In a single output irredundant network no combination of possible only if the output of an EOR gate is itself com-
stuck type faults can result in the complementation of the networkfunction. plemented for all the test inputs. But, since the four tests
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from Algorithm D test each EOR gate in the tree exhaus- TABLE I
tively, this would imply the gate function changing to the Response of N (First Four Tests)
Equivalence function in contradiction of the fault model. 0, 1 B, B Other
* _
Lemma 1 can be strengthened to apply to any single Response ofN 0, 1 R R, NL x
fault detection test set because under the assumed fault (econd for Cr R, NR R NRtests-) Other x NL x
model it can be easily shown that any test set to detect
single faults must apply all four input combinations to each
gate. the possibility of a fault in R. In summary, any ambiguity
The algorithm to be developed for fault location makes in fault isolation at the current step is bound to be resolved
use of the principle of binary search. Assume that the in the next step.
network N, viewed as a binary tree, has three components: The preceding discussion leads to the following algo-
a left subtree NL, a right subtree NR, and the root node R rithm for fault location. It is assumed that fault detection
which is the output gate of N. The algorithm will generally has preceded this algorithm.
try to isolate a fault to one of three components. If R was Algorithm L: (To locate a single fault in a linear tree.)
found to be faulty, the procedure could stop as the fault Step Li: While N is a nontrivial tree repeat Steps L2
would be located to a single gate. Otherwise the procedure and L3, otherwise indicate that the fault lies in N and
would be iterated on the faulty subtree. stop.
We will use further notation for brevity. The input Step L2: Apply TIP to NR and ZIP to other inputs and
pattern of four tests obtained by applying Algorithm D to record the output. Assume B is the fault free output. If the
an EOR tree will be denoted by TIP; if an input pattern of recorded output is other than 0, 1, B, or B replace N by NR
all zeros is being applied it will be denoted by ZIP. and go back to Step Li. Otherwise continue on to Step
Let us consider the effect of applying TIP to NR and ZIP L3.
to NL. Assume B is the fault free response of N to this Step L3: Apply TIP to NL and ZIP to other inputs and
pattern of four inputs. If no faults are present, B would also record the output. Assume C is the fault free output. If the
be the output of NR. We will now analyze the possible recorded output is other than 0, 1, C, or C replace N by N,,
network responses in the presence of single faults. and go back to Step Li. Otherwise distinguish the fol-
If the fault lies in N,, either it does not affect the output lowing cases on the basis of the responses observed in Steps
ofNL or it affects it in the same way for all the four inputs L2 and L3.
since they remain unchanged. Thus, a fault in NL implies Case 1: (The responses are [0,1] and [0,1] or [B,1] and
a response of B or B for N. [C,C].) Indicate gate R to be faulty and stop.
If the output gate R is faulty it is obvious that the re- Case 2: (The response is [0,1] and [C,C].) Replace N by
sponse ofN can only be one of the four vectors; 0 (all zeros), NR and go back to Step Li.
1 (all l's), B, or B. Case 3: (The response is [B,B] and [0,11.) ReplaceN by
A response other than 0, 1, B, or B must imply a fault in NL and go back to Step Li. U
NR. In addition a fault in NR could result in a constant Analysis of Algorithm L: The worst case bound on the
output, but the response B is ruled out because TIP is a number of tests is easily obtained. At each iteration at most
single fault detection test set for NR and the response B eight tests are applied and the number of iterations is
is ruled out by Lemma 1. bounded by (d - 1) where d is the depth of the tree. Thus,
The above analysis applies, mutatis mutandis, to the in the worst case 8 (d - 1) tests will be necessary. For a
symmetric case in which TIP is applied to NL and ZIP is complete binary tree [4] with m inputs the depth d =
applied to NR and the fault free response of the network rlog2mI; therefore, in the worst case 8 rlog2m] tests will be
is assumed to be C. A summary of the fault isolation pos- required.
sible from the eight tests thus applied to N is given in A bound on the average number of tests can be obtained
Table I; the "x" entries correspond to logically impossible by assuming that all responses to the four tests applied in
situations. As indicated in the table, fault isolation is Steps L2 or L3 are equally probable. For any iteration the
complete except in two cases. Since the two cases of am- average number of tests is given by
biguity are symmetric it is enough to consider only one of 4p + 8(1 - p)
the two, say, the one in which the response to the first four
tests is 0 or I and the response to the second four tests is where p is the probability that the recorded response in
C or C. The conclusion is that either R or NR is faulty. The Step L3 is not 0, 1,1B, or B. Under the assumption of equal
only possible failure modes for R consistent with these likelihood of all responses the above can be rewritten as
responses can be seen to be the functions: zero, one, x, and 12 4
x, wherex isthe leftinputofR.Thus, ifRwerefaultyand 4*-+8*-= 3+ 2 =5.
we proceeded iterating the procedure on NR~, while holding 16 16
inputs to NL at a constant value, the output of R will be Thus, the average number of tests will not exceed 5 (d -
held at a constant value independent of the output of NK. 1). Again this bound has the smallest value 5 [log2m] for
In other words, recurrence of an ambiguous case rules out an m input complete binary tree.
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III. DETECTION OF MULTIPLE FAULTS Clearly, the size of T(N) is ni + nr, We will now prove that
T(N) detects all multiple faults in N. The proof can be
The ease of detecting single faults in EOR tree networks divided into two cases.
extends also to multiple faults. In this section we will de- Case 1: The multiple fault includes a fault in the output
velop a procedure which allows the derivation of multiple EOR gate.
fault detection test sets in an iterative fashion. We can show by a method similar to that used in [3] that
Lemma 2: Every multiple fault in a linear tree network the four tests (a°,b°), (a?,b l), (al,b°), and (al,bl) would
is detectable. detect such a fault.
Proof. We use strong induction of the number of levels Case 2: The multiple fault does not include a fault in the
in the network. The basic step for one level networks is output EOR gate.
trivial. Assume the result is true for all networks of levels Because of symmetry it is enough to consider that NL
up to n. Consider a (n + 1) level. network N with compo- is faulty (NR may or may not be faulty). The proof goes by
nents NL, NR, and R as defined in Section II. Let XL and contradiction. Assume the fault is not detected by T(N),
XR be the (disjoint) sets of inputs applied, respectively, that is, the response of the faulty network is indistin-
to NL and NR. Two cases are possible: either a multiple guishable from that of the fault free network. In particular,
fault includes a fault in R or it does not. In the first case R this is true for the subset {(x,b'): x is in T(NL)l of T(N)
changes to some nonlinear function of its two inputs and which leads to only two possibilities for the response of NL
hence a nonlinear function of XL and XR. Such a fault is to T(NL):
clearly detectable. In the second case a fault in NL(NR) is 1) it is the same as the fault free response, or
detectable by the inductive assumption at the output of 2) it is the complement of the fault free response.
Nj. (NR) and since every input is a sensitizing input for an The first possibility contradicts Lemma 2 and the second
EOR gate it would also be detectable at the output of N. contradicts Lemma 3. N
N Corollary 2: Any n input EOR tree can be tested by 2n
Lemma 3: Assume the correct response of a linear tree tests.
network to a multiple fault detection test set is a binary Proof. Let F(n) be the number of tests required to
vector C. Then no multiple fault can change the response detect multiple faults in an EOR tree with n inputs. Also
to C. let ni and (n - ni) be the number of inputs to test the two
Proof: By contradiction assume the response is C for subtrees. Then from Theorem 1 we can write the following
some multiple fault. If an inverter is introduced at the recursive relation:
output of the faulty network the response would be C thus
indicating the absence of a fault. Now, because of the F(n) = F(nl) + (n - nl), 1 < nl < n; (1)
relation (x y) = x@ y, the inverter can be "pushed back"
through fault free EOR gates until it occurs at the output also
of a faulty gate. Here it can be subsumed to define a new
component of the multiple fault (other fault components F(1) = 2, (2)
remain unchanged). It follows that the multiple fault, so
defined, is not detectable by the test set in contradiction It can be easily checked that F(n) = 2n is the unique
Corollary 1 No multiple fault can complement the solution to (1) and (2). NThe result in Theorem 1 can be improved further if it
output function of a linear tree network. is assumed that at least one of the subtrees is nondegen-Theorem 1: Assume the subnetworks NL and NR of a
erate (i.e., does not consist of a direct connection from thelinear tree network N can be tested for multiple faults by input to the output).
nr and nr tests, respectively. Then N can be tested for Theorem 2: Assume that at least one of the subtrees NL
multiple faults by nf + n, tests.
Proof. Let T(NL) and T(NR) be multiple fault de- and NR of N is nondegenerate and that NL and NR can be
tection test sets for NL and NR of sizes ni and nr, respec- tested, respectively, by nb and nr tests. Then N can be
tively. Partition each test set into a set of false tests (those tested by nlj + n, - 1 tests.normally. Parouiongeach t sinta set of fsetests (thosenProof: Let T(NL) and T(NR) be as defined in thenormally producing a 0) and a set of true tests (those nor- proof of Theorem 1. Assume, without loss of generality,
mally producing a 1): that NL is nondegenerate. Then T(NL) must contain at
T(NL) = a , a° U {a,,.., , a- least two false tests and two true tests (that is]j 2 and
T(NR) = tb?, b°,..* , b°} U {bfl b~,..* , bn,_4j n -j > 2). Define a new set
where, without loss of generality, it can be assumed that T(N) = t(a°,y): y is in T(NR)} U {(x,b°):
O <]j< n/ andO0 < k < n,. x is in T(NL) butx # al} U {(lbl| (3)
Define anewset:
~~~~~Clearly, the size of T(N) in1S±7 nr -1. It remains to be
T(N) = (x,btl): x is in T(NL)3} U f(a°,y): proved that T(N) detects all multiple faults. The proof can
y is inl T(NR)} U Vab, bDb} be divided into three mutually disjoint cases.
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Case 1: The multiple fault includes a fault in the output
gate. - =
The four tests (a1,bj), (a,b?), (a°,b), and (a',b') detect I I -2 1 1 1 11~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~/1 \I,
this fault. The argument is same as in Case 1 of Theorem //I
1. ll iI llNI ,/ 1
Case 2: The multiple fault lies entirely within NL/. < /
The subset I(x,b°): x is in T(NL) but x # al } U I(a ,b)l I
of T(N) applies T(NL) to NL. Since NR and the output
gate are assumed to be fault free, and since any input to an I I |/ /
EOR gate is a sensitizing input; the fault will be detected I /
bythesetests. /
Case 3: The output gate is fault free butNR is faulty (N. I I /
mayormaynotbefaulty). i
The case is similar to Case 2 of Theorem 1, therefore, it Sv
follows that the subset l(al,y): y is in T(NR)I of TN will
detect such a fault. r
Corollary 3: Any n input EOR tree can be tested for
multiple faults be at most L3n/2J + 1 tests.
Proof: Let the function F have the same meaning as Fig. 1. Linear tree network requiring minimum number of multiple fault
in the proof of Corollary 1. Then the following equations tests as a function of the number of input variables.
for F can be written
F(n) = F(ni) + F(n - nl) -1, 1 < n < n (4) namely t1, t5, t6, and t7 test NR2, therefore, tI through t7
F(2) = 4 (5) constitute a test set for NL1. Similarly, t1 and t8 throughtI11 constitute a test set for NR1 as shown in the figure.
F(1) = 2. (6) Thus, 11 tests are sufficient to test the tree network.
It can be easily verified that the solution for F(n) satisfying IV. CONCLUSION
(4)-(6) has a maximum value when the network represents
a complete binary tree. In such a case if n is even, only (4)
and (5) are applicable and it can be seen that (3/2)n + 1 is A. Optimality of Multiple Fault Detection Test Sets
the unique solution. On the other hand, if n is odd, equa- .f' . ~The ollowing argument shows that the size of the test
tion (6) is used for only one component in the decomposi- set obtained by repeated applications of (4)-(6) to a net-
tion of N; for all other components, either (4) or (5) are . . .
applicable. In this case it can be seen that the solution for work is minimum.
F(n) is (3(n - 1)/2 + 1) + 1. This is equal to (3n - 1)/2 + Assume that the output gate of a network N IS fault free;F.n. is nthe multiple faults are thus restricted to subnetworks NL1. In general, the solution can be expressed by the following and NR. Certainly a network with this restriction would
equation: require no more tests than the same network without the
F3(n)3n + (7) restriction.[2] Consider the detection of a multiple fault F whose two
which encompasses both cases satisfying(4)(6)occu components FL and FR lie, respectively, in NL and NR.
Let
The minimum value ofcases. t = (XL,XR) be a test for F. IfXL detected FL at the out-
when the tree is in the form of a cascade. In such a case (4) put of NL and XR detected FR at the output of NR thent cannot detect F at the output ofN because both the in-
and (6) are repeatedly used, and (5) is used only once at the t of the outputgewl c emente the
end~~~~~ ~oftedcmoiinpocs n hntenne puts of the output gates will be complemented under theend of the d composit o pro ess a d w e h o de- fal.hs fafutinN sbigsniie by ates
generate subtree reduces to a single EOR gate (see Fig. 1). fault Thus, if a fault In NL IS being sensitized by a testThus, each iuaanother fault in NR cannot be sensitized by the same test.Thus, each input adds an extra test except te last two In other words, faults in NL and NR must be detected
inputs add four tests. The solution is clearly F(n) = n + without an overlap. The minimum number of tests to
2 which coincides with the value obtained by Hayes [3]. achieve this is clearly ni + nr -
Example: Fig. 2 shows a linear tree network of seven
variables. The dotted boxes show successive stages in the B xeso fRslst te ye fNtok
decomposition of the tree into left and right subtrees. For
example, NL1 and NR1 are left and right subtrees of the We will consider three types of networks:
network; NL2 and NR2 are the components of NL1 while Linear trees with arboitrary fan-in: The basic modules
NL3 and NR3 are components of NR1. Equation (3) is used in such networks realize parity function of two or more
to obtain a test set starting from the smallest components inputs. It is assumed that each module requires exhaustive
and iteratively moving up to bigger components. Thus, the testing for detection of faults within the module.
first four tests (t1 through t4) test NL2 and the next four, Algorithm D can be easily generalized to apply to these
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I t ° I ° I ° Reed-Muller canonical networks: Linear cascade net-
TN t2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 works with a control input form subnetworks of RMC
L2 t 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 networks proposed by Reddy [1] to simplify the detection3 1 ~~00 0 0
T14 S°I0 0 0 e 0 0 ° of single faults which do not occur on the primary inputLI 1~ 0 TR2 0 bus. RMC networks of n inputs can be tested by (n + 4)
4 1-I 0 0 OI:0 0 tests which are derivable independent of the network
t, 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 function. It is shown in [6] that RMC networks can betaI 0 0 TN,,t80 0 0 0° *3 0 1 ° speeded up by replacing the cascade by a tree without af-
t,O 0 0 0 0 0. fecting the size of the test set. However, this is accom-
t,0 0 0 0 0 1 plished at the cost of three control inputs instead of
*R3








- L.__/ -R2 - - -XNL3 -NR3, to their attention his internal report [7] which also contains
the extension discussed in [6].
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